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ZELLIGE FAQs 

 

what are zellige? 

in the United States zellige is known as Moroccan mosaic tile, however, Morocco 
zellige (also zilij) is the term used for all types of terracotta tiles. 

 

is there a minimum order requirement for zellige? 

for in-stock colors: 1 box (approx. 11.11 sf)  

for standard tiles (on website, but not stocked): 100 sf 

for custom colors: 250 sf 

 

can i order a custom color? 

yes, but it will require a minimum order of 250 sf 

 

what colors do you stock? 

we currently stock scribe’s ink and weathered white 

 

what shapes do you offer? 

we offer 2X2 squares, 4X4 squares, 2X5 (bejmat), and 3X3 hexes  
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what is the thickness of zellige? 

the hex and square zelliges are 3/8” and the bejmat are about an inch.  

 

can i custom order larger tiles? 

4X8 is the largest size zellige can be made and is available for custom order. 

 

do i need a designer to use zellige? 

we always recommend working with a designer, but it is not required. with zellige 
it is really important to hire a tile installer that has an attention to detail. zellige 
has a lot of variation and evenly distributing the variation ensures your tile 
installation is as beautiful as it can be! 

 

why does zellige have so much variation? 

our zellige tiles are handmade in Morocco and natural variations in color are part 
of the handmade process. the imperfections and color variation are what make 
zellige so special. perfectly imperfect. 

 

how much is a sample? 

zellige samples are $3. 

 

how long does it take to get my tiles? 

the lead-time on colors that we don’t stock is 18-20 weeks. for in-stock zellige - 
once the order is placed we can have the tile to you within 7 business days. 
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where do you recommend installing zellige? 

zellige are appropriate for all walls and for light traffic floors such as powder 
rooms, shower floors and master baths. you can learn more about the versatility 
of zellige by going to our zellige Pinterest board: 
https://www.pinterest.com/cletile/zellige-tile-inspirations/ 

 

can zellige be used in wet areas, like fountains, pools, and 
showers? 

zellige has a long history of being used in all types of water features. along with 
protecting and decorating the water lines of pools and fountains, complete pools 
have been designed using zellige, their unique qualities are reminiscent of water 
and therefore enhance these features, greatly. 

 

what color grout should I use? 

we recommend using medium grey. ���  

*grout joints are recommend as tight set- since all zellige is hand-cut (one piece 
at a time) and therefore able to be set close to one another. 

 
do I need to seal zellige? 

clé zellige tiles are glazed terracotta which do not need to be sealed because 
glazes protect agains water, oil, and stains. natural zellige and bejmat (unglazed) 
must be sealed as it is highly absorptive of stains 
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are zellige frost resistant? 

traditional zellige are made in Morocco, and are well known in warmer climates, 
but they are also used in cooler environments. With a waterproof sealant such as 
Miracle 511 Porous Plus, this will support the use of zellige in frost proof 
environments. We have not had issues in outdoor installations, however, we 
cannot guarantee our tile in prolonged deep freezing conditions. 
 

what does the term “sheet-mounted” mean? 

when ordering our zellige mosaics or 2X2 zellige, we send them sheet-mounted 
to make installation an 

 
easier process. The sheets are transparent and allow for a typical back-mounted 
installation. 

 

how do I clean zellige? 

zellige is glazed so simply wiping it with a damp cloth is sufficient 


